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Global terror is a new form of international security problem for the world’s nations.   
It is new because of its non-territorial but global scope, its decentralized organization but 
over-arching philosophy, its ambiguous overlapping with insurgents/militias/organized 
crime, and the possibility that small groups – even individuals – may come to possess the 
ability to cause mass destruction.  There is currently much confusion about terminology, 
strategic doctrine, tactics and the overall mental attitude required for effective action to 
secure populations against this growing menace.  Until now, this confusion has hampered 
the development of a coordinated global response to the problem.  
 
International security is still seen mainly through a military lens, and most nations are 
still preparing to fight the last war.  Yet international wars are far less likely to happen 
today and in the future for a number of reasons, and even intra-state wars are diminishing 
in scope and number.  The effect of the rapid disappearance of  these “traditional” forms 
of warfare is, paradoxically and psychologically, to enhance global terrorism’s ability to 
create world-wide insecurity, mainly for three reasons: (1) the lack of other major 
security problems to draw attention away from terrorism; (2) the fear (carefully cultivated 
by terrorist groups) that no place and nobody is secure; and (3) the visible difficulty in 
developing appropriate strategies to deal with this new security problem. 
 
As more attention is focused on global terrorism, however, some solutions are beginning 
to emerge.  The world is getting close to an agreed definition of terrorism, which is 
important for improving the ability to coordinate actions against it.  Military forces in a 
number of countries have begun to adapt their training and doctrine to counter more 
effectively the guerilla-like aspects of global terrorism.  Furthermore, many countries are 
beginning both internally and internationally to coordinate and even integrate their 
security-related activities far beyond what was done before.  Existing security elements 
are being recombined in new ways, new counter-terrorism tactics and legal regimes are 
being developed, and new security organizations are being created, all as a result of fear-
generated political pressures to do something. 
 
By beginning a process of combining the various elements of sovereign state security in 
new and flexible ways, the international community is groping towards an approach to 
dealing with global terrorism through an innovative and adaptive security matrix.  While 
many mistakes are being and will be made, there appears to be growing confidence 
among governments that global terrorism can be acceptably managed and even contained, 
even if this sense of confidence has yet to be communicated to their populations. 
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